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Welcome to the 10th anniversary issue of Culture Machine.i
The publication of this edition, which takes as its theme ‘Pirate Philosophy’, coincides with our
move to a new home with Open Humanities Press, and a new publishing system called Open
Journal Systems.ii Culture Machine has also had a corresponding redesign, thanks to my
colleagues at Open Humanities Press, David Ottina, Sigi Jöttkandt and Paul Ashton. So a lot has
changed: not just since our first edition way back in 1999 but since our last in 2007 too.
Anniversaries are often a time for reflection - on where we might be headed as much as where
we have been. So I thought I would begin this first issue of the renewed Culture Machine by
speculating on some of the changes to our current systems of publishing and disseminating
academic research and ideas that might take place over the course of… well, if not the next ten
years exactly, then the next three to five at least. In the process I want to explore some of the
implications and consequences of such changes for our ideas of the author, the book, the
scholarly journal, peer review, intellectual property and indeed piracy. Given the recent
transformations to Culture Machine – and especially our new home with Open Humanities Press
and new publishing system with Open Journals Systems (which means the Culture Machine
journal is now compliant with the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting)iii –
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it seems only fitting to take as my starting point for launching these speculations a discussion of
open access (OA).

The Future of... Open Access
19-23 October 2009 was recently declared the First International Open Access Week by the
scientific and medical publisher PLoS (the Public Library of Science), working in conjunction
with SPARC (Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition), and Students for
FreeCulture.iv For those still unfamiliar with the term, open access is concerned with making
peer reviewed scholarly research and publications freely available online for all those who are
able to access the Internet, without the need to pay subscriptions either to publish or to (pay
per)view it (in open access’ purest forms, anyway). ‘Free’ in this context also means free to
upload to and download from, free to read, print out, reproduce and distribute copies, and also
free of the majority of restrictions associated with publishers’ policies, licensing and copyright
agreements.v
While there are many different variations of open access, most take one of two main forms: what
are called the ‘Gold’ and the ‘Green’ roads to open access. The Gold Road refers to publishing
research in online open access journals; the Green Road to authors making their work - which
may or may not have already been published elsewhere – available open access by self-archiving
digital copies of it in either central, subject or institutionally-based online repositories. That said
it is also worth noting a further nuance in the understanding of open access, something that has
been introduced recently in the name of greater accuracy and precision. This concerns a
distinction that at times needs to be made between what is termed gratis OA and libre OA.
Gratis OA is where the obstacle of cost, and only the obstacle of cost, has been taken out of the
equation, so that access to research published gratis OA is freely available (as in ‘free beer’). In
libre OA, meanwhile, not only has the obstacle of cost been removed, one or more of the barriers
concerning the permissions that need to be sought to copy, reproduce or distribute a given text
have been removed too. Yet these last two terms are really only necessary when one wants to
differentiate explicitly between open access that is gratis and libre. For the most part it is just the
term open access, and within that, Gold and Green open access, that is used (Suber, 2008).
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A number of different arguments have been put forward as to why academics should make their
research – which they may also be due to publish in a journal or with a publisher of their own
choosing, if they have not already done so - freely available open access, not only to other
universities, but also to colleges, research institutes, schools, public libraries, community centres
and the general public alike, on a world-wide basis. They include:
•

the economic argument: that taxpayers should not have to pay twice for the same
research - once to fund academics to carry it out, and then again a second time to access it
in the form of library or journal subscriptions, book cover prices, photocopying charges
and so on;

•

the moral argument: that our ‘commitmentto the value and quality of research carries
with it a responsibility to extend the circulation of this work as far as possible, and
ideally to all who are interested in it’, including those who live in less affluent parts of
the world, rather than restricting access to our research merely to those who can afford it,
as we often do now (Willinsky, 2006: 5);

•

the healthy democratic public sphere argument: that doing so helps to create a healthy
democracy by working to break down barriers between the academic community and the
rest of society and so supplying the public with the information they need to make
knowledgeable decisions and actively contribute to political debate;

•

the gift economy argument:thatit assists in establishing a radical, new kind of economy
in which knowledge and goods are circulated as gifts rather than as commodities to be
bought and sold.

The Culture Machine journal has been (Gold) open access from its inception in 1999. Culture
Machine is completely free for authors to publish in: we do not charge for peer reviewing or
operate a pay-to-publish policy, for instance. Its contents are also free for readers to access, view
and download (i.e. there are no subscription charges). More recently, Culture Machine has joined
the likes of arXiv, SSRN (Social Science Research Network), CiteSeerX, RePEc (Research
Papers in Economics), PubMed Central, and the European Research Paper Archive in providing
a Green open access repository, launching in 2006 what is still to our knowledge the only such
archive for research and publications in cultural studies and cultural theory.vi This, too, is free for
authors to publish in and for readers to access and download from. So Culture Machine could be
said to have played a small part in the move toward making research available open access
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which has slowly begun to take place in the humanities over the last few years. It is a move
which in the UK has seen the AHRC (Arts and Humanities Research Council) and the ESRC
(Economic and Social Research Council) recently adopt open access self-archiving mandates
which require the researchers they fund to make copies of any resulting articles they publish in
journals or conference proceedings available on an open access platform.vii Similar mandates
have been introduced by Southampton and Stirling Universities, among others. Meanwhile the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences at Harvard University in the US has gone even further. Their
mandate requires staff not only to make the scholarly articles they write available open access,
but to assign copyright control over to the President and Fellows of Harvard in order to facilitate
doing so.viii
Still, such recent developments notwithstanding, it is in the scientific, technical and medical
fields (STMs) that open access has been advocated and fought for longest and hardest. And of
course researchers in the STMs have developed a very different set of professional cultures to
those in the humanities (see Hall, 2008: 222-224; Suber, 2004). In what follows I want to
highlight some of the most important of these differences, and point to a few of the challenges
the so-called open access ‘movement’ - if it can indeed be thought of as a movement - is likely to
face as it gradually comes to impact on the humanities and as the humanities in turn come to
impact on it. ix

The Future of... Academic Book Publishing
One of the major differences between the STMs and the humanities is the greater emphasis the
latter place on books. As I mentioned earlier, to date, open access to research and publications
has been developed and promoted most extensively in the sciences (which is why many of you
reading this may not be familiar with open access - yet). As a result, the movement toward open
access has so far concentrated on what is the most valued mode of publication in that field: the
peer-reviewed journal article. By contrast, in the humanities – although there are of course
differences between disciplines – it is books published by respected international presses, and
monographs especially, that tend to be the most prestigious. (To provide some very quick
figures: it was recently reported that whereas in the sciences 96% of submissions to the UK’s
2001 Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) were journal articles, only 37% took that form in the
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arts and humanities (Caldwell, 2008).) As open access is gradually taken up in the humanities it
is therefore likely to be accompanied by a far greater emphasis on making books freely available
online in this manner too.x What is more, this is so despite the fact that research structures
originating with the sciences, including bibliometric indices, journal impact factors, citation
counts and other quantitive statistical indicators, are increasingly being imposed on the
humanities as part of the decision-making process when setting research policies, allocating
funding and awarding grants.xi Indeed, I would argue that the open access movement has to place
more emphasis on books, otherwise its impact on the humanities will ultimately prove negligible
- unless, that is, the RAE’s switch to the REF (Research Excellence Framework) and metrics
produces a sea change in the field that leads to articles in high-ranking journals suddenly being
privileged over monographs as the ‘gold standard’. Such a sea change does not seem very likely
at the moment, however. Besides, even if the situation changed in the UK in this respect, it
would not necessarily do so in the humanities elsewhere in the world where books are also
regarded as the most valued form of publication.
It is not the case, either, that the authors of these books are unlikely to consent to making their
work available for free open access. Authors of academic journal articles are presented within
debates around open access as being willing to give their research away because their income
does not come from the royalties and fees they are paid in exchange for their writings. Instead,
their income is derived more indirectly: from how much their texts are read, referenced and
engaged with by others, as this can in turn lead to an increase in the level of their reputation,
influence, impact and esteem, and thus to greater opportunities for career advancement,
promotion, pay rises, consultancies, funding, grants and so forth. Consequently, they are
perceived as being perfectly happy to publish in open access journals and repositories. Not only
are they not losing out financially by doing so, they actually have the potential to make
significant gains, since the evidence from the sciences is that publishing open access can increase
the amount a text is read and cited by as much as four times.xii
Book authors by comparison have been portrayed as always seeking royalties or fees in
exchange for their writings, and thus as being unwilling (or legally unable, for reasons we will
come to later) to give their research away for free in an open access form. This is another reason
the open access movement to date has not focused too much on the self-archiving of books:
because books ‘are not, and never will be, author give-aways’, as the open access advocate
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Stevan Harnad puts it (2001/2003). Yet in the UK academic titles in the humanities often only
achieve sales of somewhere between 200 and 600 copies. This is thanks in no small part to:
a. what has been called the ‘crisis in scholarly publishing’, as economic factors have led many
publishers to move away from producing monographs and even edited collections of new
research to concentrate on readers, introductions and reference works instead;
b.

the associated shift to publishing books in hard-back only – which often cost £50/$99 a copy
or more, and which very few people except institutional libraries and the author’s family and
friends are likely to buy;

c. short print runs;
d.

the closing of independent book shops due to fierce rivalry from online bookstores such as
Amazon.com at one end of the market and the large supermarkets such as Tesco and Asda at
the other;

e.

the fact that the major high-street book chains are increasingly loath to take academic titles not just journals but books too. Indeed, as one UK-based publishing director has written,
whereas in the 1990s it was the large chain bookshops such as Waterstones ‘that set the tone
for the trade, now the supermarkets do. It is because supermarkets lead the way that [ex-Page
3 glamour model] Katie Price’s volume of memoirs, Jordan: A Whole New World [which of
course she didn’t write – it was written by her ghost writer Rebecca Farnworth], sold more
copies in hardback than any other autobiography published outside the Christmas season [in
2007] and [comedian] Peter Kay’s The Sound of Laughter was the best selling autobiography
ever in hardback’ in the UK. Meanwhile ‘difficult’ and challenging books, including not just
academic texts but even serious novels often sell only a couple of hundred copies (Booth,
2008: 42).xiii

So very few book authors actually have much in the way of royalties to lose. Like ‘royalty-free
authors’, they are primarily writing for impact. This means open access has the potential to be
extremely attractive to the so-called for-profit, royalty-fee authors of academic books in the
humanities, too, as such authors also stand to gain from the increase in potential readers and
exposure that ‘giving away’ their work open access can bring.
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The Future of... the Peer-Reviewed Journal
Another crucial difference between the STMs and the humanities is that scholars in the latter are
far more likely to regard themselves as writers. As a result they frequently view their texts not
merely as vehicles for conveying their ideas but as pieces of writing in themselves. In other
words the actual writing and performance of the language often really matters here; it is not just
a neutral means of passing on research. As more scholars in the humanities publish open access,
we are therefore likely to see an even greater interest in exploring different ways of writing and
communicating online, many of which may raise difficult questions for the conventional means
of maintaining academic authority and professional legitimacy.
Take one of the most important ways in which academic authority is currently maintained: peer
review. Interestingly, many advocates of open access in the scientific, technical and medical
fields are self-confessed conservatives when it comes to peer review (e.g. Harnad, 2000). This is
partly strategic on their part. It is a means of combating one of the main arguments levelled
against open access by publisher trade associations and lobbyists: that if governments adopt open
access policies it will undermine peer review (Suber, 2007a). And, to be fair, many in the
humanities also set great store by peer review. For them, too, if electronically reproduced texts
are positioned as being beyond the reassuring control of the classical systems of peer review,
then they will appear unreliable, their quality unfiltered, unconstrained, unpoliced, unknown.xiv
Others are inclined to view such conservativism as part of the attempt by a group to maintain a
certain identity, authority and self-control ‘in the face of an[other] extremely dynamic,
unsettling, and powerful reorganization and transformation of society’ (Weber, 1987: 27). One
significant means by which the humanities may come to impact on the open access movement in
the future, then, is through the very openness of some of those in the field to the challenge to
academic authority and professional legitimacy presented by digital modes of reproduction.
What is more, such openness is not just a matter of being willing to explore less traditional
forms of peer review. Numerous models of the latter are currently available. They include, in the
STMs, those represented by:
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•

chemistry.org/exchange, a repository of what is billed as ‘user-driven scientific content’
that allows a community of users to submit, share, vote, and comment on academic
articles;

•

Journal of Interactive Media in Education, which runs an open peer-review process
consisting of three stages: a first stage of preprint under private, open peer review by
three named reviewers; a second stage of preprint publication which is open to public
peer review for a period of one month; and then, finally, publication itself, which is often
followed by further discussion and commentary on the part of authors and readers;

•

BioMed Central’s Faculty of 1000, which highlights and evaluates the most interesting
and important papers in biology and medicine based on the recommendations of 1000
leading international scientists as judged according to merit of the particular article rather
than the journal in which it appears.xv

The challenge to professional legitimacy represented by the humanities goes much further than
this. It involves a certain readiness to address, and in some cases embrace (rather than repress,
deny or ignore), and even performatively assume, the effects of the ambivalences and paradoxes
in academic authority that lie at the heart of much of the open access community’s defence of
peer review to date.
Let me explain. In both the Green and the Gold roads to open access quality control is generally
maintained by having established academic journals provide the peer review. (Again, this is
possible largely because the movement toward open access has concentrated primarily on the
most valued mode of publication in the scientific, technical and medical fields: the peer reviewed
journal article.) In the Gold Road this occurs as part of the process of being published in a
refereed open access journal. However quality control is maintained in much the same manner in
the Green Road to open access. Here, too, in order for a text to be considered as being of an
accepted and certified quality it usually has to go through the process of peer review that is
supplied by an established journal. This is because at the moment peer review is not a service
that is provided by most open access self-archiving repositories. The latter are rather online
archives where academics deposit research which in the main has already been peer-reviewed
and published elsewhere, or which is due to be.xvi So while the process of peer review can take
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place in the Green Road either before a version of the text is deposited in an open access
repository, or afterwards (and while, in contrast to the Gold Road, the journal supplying the peer
review can be either open access or non-open access), peer review by an established journal still
needs to occur if an article is to be considered as being of a certified quality.
The problem arises because, since online publishing is still reasonably new, most electronic
journals which want to be recognised as being professionally legitimate have endeavoured to
wrap themselves in an aura of academic authority by simulating their ink-on-paper counterparts.
They have done this in their ‘page’ layouts, divisions and designs; their arrangement of these
pages into ‘papers’ or ‘essays’, written in a linear form complete with footnotes and
bibliographies, and attributed to clearly identified (human) authors; their collection of these
papers into ‘volumes’ and ‘issues’ and so on. Indeed, if a journal wants to apply for inclusion in
the Thomson Scientific Web of Science - which academic journals in many fields need to do if
they wish to be regarded as being of a certain quality – I would argue it more or less has to
imitate an ink-on-paper publication, such is the nature of the criteria for inclusion in the Web of
Science.xvii (All of which goes some way toward explaining why it is still relatively rare to find
an established online-only academic journal which is generally perceived to be of a good
standard whose contents cannot be reproduced for the most part as hard copy.) As a result of this
‘paratechnological’ mimicry, however, what the reliance on established peer-reviewed journals
for quality control in both the Green and the Gold Roads means, in effect, is that the majority of
open access academic texts are being restricted to a form that can be reproduced, at least
potentially, on paper.xviii Quite simply, it is only by adopting this form that they are able to pass
through the peer review processes of such papercentric journals successfully. Moreover, as I
have made clear elsewhere, this is the case no matter whether this happens directly, by going
through the ‘peer-review service that is provided by an actual paper journal, or indirectly, via
that of an online-only journal “of known quality”. Although the medium of the latter may be
digital’ - and although it may incorporate a range of electronic features that prosthetically
enhance and expand the conventional papercentric journal format, such as archives, discussion
forums, multimedia components, controls for personalizing format and content, automatic
alerting and translation services, and sophisticated citation, indexing, searching, linking and
tracking facilities - the authority and legitimacy of the journal itself still has its basis in, and is
largely derived from, the hard copy, ink-on-paper world, with everything this implies for its
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conceptions of the academic author, the journal, the ‘paper’, intellectual property, copyright,
piracy and so forth (Hall, 2008: 61).xix
There is thus something of a contradiction at the heart of much of the open access community’s
defence of peer review, and especially the reliance on established journals of an acknowledged
quality and standing to provide it. On the one hand, they are urging the academy to take
advantage of the many benefits that are offered by the electronic reproduction of scholarship and
research. These include, in addition to those detailed above: the ability to operate on a ‘zero
budget (with volunteer copyediting and proofreading)’ (Willinsky, 2005: 120); automate ‘many
of the management and clerical tasks of journal publishing, improving record-keeping while
reducing management time, as well as eliminating photocopying, postage, and stationary costs,
not to mention printing, distribution, and subscription-management expenses’ (Willinsky, 2005:
133, n.5); and involve ‘a wider range of editors’ as the offices for journals can be ‘virtually
located everywhere’ (Willinsky, 2005: 132).xx On the other, in order to retain control of all this
automation and ensure such virtuality does not get out of hand, to the point where texts and their
authors might appear unknown, unfiltered, uncertified, unaccredited and unaccountable, they are
insisting on continuing to employ methods of maintaining academic authority that have their
roots firmly in print culture. While they have adapted to digital culture to a certain extent, then,
not least with the move toward open access, other aspects of digital culture, especially those that
risk bringing their own authority and legitimacy into question, have either been marginalised or
ignored, or else they have been attacked and condemned as not being serious, proper, legitimate
and so on.
Now, for me, a very interesting and important set of questions arises at this point when it comes
to thinking about some of the changes that are likely to take place over the next three, five or
even ten years. For I cannot help wondering what the academy is going to do as more and more
academics produce texts that are never destined to be published in ink-on-paper form at all, but
are ‘born digital’ and so created and published straight on the web, and are not therefore
necessarily reproducible or even recognisable as texts in the ink-on-paper sense. Let me give as
an example one of the projects featured in this ‘Pirate Philosophy’ issue of Culture Machine.
Liquid Theory TV is a collaborative project I am working on with Clare Birchall and Pete
Woodbridge to develop a series of IPTV programmes.xxi The name IPTV is derived from internet
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protocol packet-switching and stands for Internet Protocol TeleVision. In its broadest sense
IPTV is the term for all those techniques which use computer networks to deliver audio-visual
programming. YouTube can be thought of as an emerging grass-roots IPTV system, for instance,
especially as its audience increasingly uses it to distribute audio-visual content they have
created, rather than merely sharing their favourite video clips from films and TV programmes
that have been produced by others (Pesce, 2007). IPTV is rapidly coming to rival the main
terrestrial and satellite broadcasters.xxii In fact many see it as having the potential to affect the
audio-visual media industries as profoundly as the web is currently affecting those associated
with print media.
The reason we wanted to experiment with producing an IPTV programme is because it seems to
us that Britain at the moment contains surprisingly few spaces open to the dissemination of what,
for shorthand, might be referred to as ‘intellectual’ ideas. The mainstream media are
predominantly liberal, humanist, middle-brow and journalistic in approach, their discussions of
art, science and culture being primarily opinion-based and focused on biographical details. (I’m
still waiting for an edition of The South Bank Show devoted to the philosophy of Emmanuel
Levinas, or a discussion of Giorgio Agamben and biopolitics to feature on Newsnight Review.)
Meanwhile, as we have seen, publishers are barely producing books for third year undergraduate
students, let alone research monographs aimed at other scholars. There thus seems to be a need
to invent new ways of communicating intellectual ideas both ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of the
university. We wanted to explore IPTV’s potential for this, and for doing so relatively easily and
cheaply: not so much because we believe academics should try to find means of connecting with
audiences outside the institution, audiences that scholarly books and journals cannot (or can no
longer) reach,xxiii but because different forms of communication ‘do different things’ and ‘have
the potential for different effectivities’ - even for leading us to conceive what we do as
academics differently (Wise, 2006: 241).
Of course IPTV is still at a very early stage of development, for all the popularity of shows such
as Diggnation.xxiv Yet what if it does end up doing for the BBC and SKY what Google and
Yahoo! are doing for newspapers and magazines? What if more and more academics come to use
this new medium, not just for promotion and recruitment purposes, but for actually publishing
and distributing their research: because it enables scholars to make their work freely available to
large numbers of people beyond the immediate sphere of their academic peers (thus helping to
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meet the demands of funding councils such as the AHRC for ‘knowledge transfer’ and research
that is ‘widely disseminated’ to ‘other non-academic audiences’);xxv and, what is more, to do so
on a global basis, extremely quickly and cheaply, without the kind of delays that publishing in
the ink-on-paper format can involve, and without requiring these scholars to convince a
publisher their work will sell first. How then are such programmes to be regarded? Granted, it
might be argued that as long as academics do not endeavour to pass off their involvement with
IPTV as being equivalent to peer reviewed research then there is not too much of an issue. The
matter takes on a definite urgency, however, when the question of hiring and promotion comes
into play. In the future, can academics who disseminate their research via IPTV expect to have it
taken into account when it comes to hiring, promotion and being included in research assessment
exercises, just as those who currently publish in books and journals can? Or will such research be
discounted on the grounds of its being somehow less serious and legitimate? And if so, with
what authority? According to which system of review and classification? Because it appears in a
(‘born digital’) form that is not a mimicry of ink-on-paper, and is therefore more difficult to
judge, certify and legitimise by the established papercentric processes of peer review than
journal articles? If this is the case, what is going to happen when a new generation of media
transliterate scholars emerges out of the ranks of those students who have grown up
communicating on a variety of media platforms and who are consequently literate in many
different forms of communication and technology and want to do things like IPTV PhDs? (A
recent investigation of the impact of the ‘Google generation’ on higher education, for instance, is
reported as having found that already ‘95 per cent of students are members of an online social
network and that more than 50 per cent have a blog or website’ (Fearn, 2008: 38).) In the future
will we still be able to insist on using what is in effect a pre-digital system of maintaining
academic authority and professional legitimacy, derived from the traits of writing or printing on
paper, to control our knowledge-base and provide it with validation and certification?
I am not suggesting any such shift away from purely papercentric modes of scholarly
communication, publication and distribution is necessarily going to signal the end of the
academic journal as we know it, nor of peer review - both of which, I should stress, continue to
be used to provide quality control with regards to the Green and Gold roads to open access. Nor
is it a matter for me of replacing the old publishing and peer-review system of filtering first and
then publishing with no system at all and just putting everything on the internet without any
filtering whatsoeverxxvi (although it may on occasion involve publishing first and then filtering).
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Certainly none of what I have said here is intended to advocate an anarchist or libertarian
ideology. (It is a libertarian ideology, for example, that Adrian Johns presents in this issue as
historically underpinning the emphasis on freedom in the ‘heavily moralised’ philosophies of
many of the more extreme advocates of distributed creativity and media openness and piracy
today.)xxvii In the longer term, however, as more and more academics come to take advantage of
the many benefits that are offered by electronic modes of reproduction, I suspect such a shift will
at the very least involve us in having to devise new mechanisms for maintaining 'quality control';
mechanisms that do not approach digitally (re)produced research as if it were more or less a
prosthetic extension and enhancement of print. Instead, standards, procedures and criteria will
need to be developed which are capable of responding adequately, rigorously and responsibly to
the specificity of texts that are born digital.xxviii
What is more, this is so not just with regard to academic IPTV programmes but all those
different forms of scholarly writing, publishing and communication which may eventually come
to exist alongside and supplement, if not replace, the conventional ink-on-paper book and journal
formats. I am thinking of those currently associated with academic blogs, wikis, social
networking sites, peer-to-peer file-sharing networks and environments such as Second Life, as
well as others not yet envisaged or imagined. New forms of review, validation and certification
will need to be developed which are capable of responding responsibly to the specificity of these
particular species of media, too. (And this is without even beginning to consider what digital
media might look like when the dominance of technological communication tools which have
their origins in the paper world, such as the computer keyboard and printer, finally comes to an
end.)xxix

The Future of... the Author
More than that, though, I would argue that any such shift away from purely papercentric modes
of reproduction, publication and distribution and toward the digital offers us a chance to raise
precisely the sort of radical questions concerning authorship, academic authority, professional
legitimacy and peer review we should have been asking all along, even before the invention of
digital means of reproduction.xxx Take the idea of the author. Here, again, is there not something
rather contradictory and paradoxical about the open access community’s continued maintenance
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of the romantic idea of the clearly identifiable and nameable (human) individual to whom the
creation of texts can be attributed (not least through the provision and searching of interoperable
metadata)? On the one hand, supporters of open access are stressing the many benefits that are
offered to scholars by the electronic reproduction of research and publications - including the
ability to deploy ‘innovative tools’ which provide readers with a ‘richer context for reading’
(Willinsky, 2005: 132 ) by enabling them ‘to check their reading of a piece, with a click or two,
against what is being said in related work, to gather background on the author, as well as view
other works, and to trace the ideas presented through other forms, whether among media
databases, government policies or historical archives’ (Willinsky, 2005: 129). Yet, on the other,
in order to maintain a certain academic identity, authority and control over all these links and
connections to other texts, tools, databases, archives, search engines and media, they are insisting
on continuing to employ a concept which is intricately tied to print culture: that of the author.
Indeed, for all that John Willinsky has positioned open access, and ‘greater access to journals in
the Humanities’ in particular, as ‘both a critical and practical step toward the unconditional
university imagined by Derrida’ in his essay ‘The Future of the Profession or the Unconditional
University’, I would maintain that the open access movement is actually rather conditional
(Willinsky, 2005: 121; Derrida, 2001). It may promote the ‘right to speak and to resist
unconditionally everything’ that concerns the restriction of access to knowledge, research and
thought. However, the open access movement does so for the most part only on condition that
the ‘right to say everything’ about a whole host of other questions and issues is not (and may not
be) exercised - and this includes those that concern the author function (as well as a number of
others Derrida insisted on writing and speaking about, such as the proper name and the signature,
to cite but two).
The advantage to the scientific, technical and medical fields of being conditional in this manner
is obvious, since as we know from the work of at least Roland Barthes onwards, to ‘give a text
an Author is to impose a limit on that text, ...to close the writing’ (1984: 147). Being able to
attribute a text to a clearly named and identifiable individual human author or group of authors is
thus another way of protecting the institution from descending into what would be perceived as
chaos. It is a means of making sure the digital reproduction of scholarship and research does not
present too much of a challenge to academic authority and professional legitimacy. In fact one
could go so far as to say that science itself depends on the imposition of limits of this kind, since
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to refuse to close and fix the meaning of a text by means of concepts such as the author ‘is, in the
end, to refuse God and his hypostases – reason, science, law’ (Barthes, 1984: 147).
I have written before about how ‘the very web-like structure of the Web often makes it difficult
to determine where texts end—or begin, for that matter’; and about how many forms of
electronic media have the ability to expand and destabilize not just the apparently fixed and
frozen boundaries separating the text from its surroundings, its material support, or from other
media and cultural texts, but also those boundaries separating authors, editors, producers,
consumers, humans and machines (and all the more so in the era of the semantic web and Web
3.0, I might add). While all this expansion and destabilization may sound fairly inconsequential,
I quoted Jean-Claude Guédon’s comment to the effect that, actually, it puts the whole idea of the
academic author at risk, since ‘scholars and researchers stake their career on... objects endowed
with stability relative to time and place’, an apparent ‘physical stability’ and ‘guarantee of
permanence’ that is lost for the most part in the electronic medium (Guédon & Beaudry, 1996;
Hall, 2008: 66-67). For all the conditionality of much of the open access community, could we
not now say that any such shift as I have described in this essay, away from the purely
papercentric and toward the digital, even has the potential to finally bring about the ‘death of the
author’, or its disappearance, as Michel Foucault prefers to think of it (Foucault, 1984: 102)?xxxi
I must confess to having no strong attachment to the idea of the author. Still, as a concept the
author is too tied up with discourses intrinsic to modernity, liberal democracy and to late
capitalism – those concerning the subject, the individual, the human and so forth – for me to be
confident it is going to be dramatically effaced anytime soon (for all the current global economic
crisis). A lot of other things will have to change as well before we see the demise of the author as
we currently know it. Nevertheless, as open access is taken up by the humanities, and especially
as more and more battles against publisher lobbyists are won, we will, I believe, witness
increasing attempts to creatively interrogate and experiment with ideas of the academic author as
individual genius; to loosen them so that they become less fixed and rigid, and may be performed
differently.
We are already seeing something of this kind in the shape of those texts co-authored by large
groups of often anonymous people (from a certain perspective at least) using free content and
open editing principles.xxxii Wikipedia is by far the best known example of such wi-media, but in
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an academic context there are also projects such as Connexions, which is part of the OpenEducation movement. Connexions is using Free and Open Source software, open content and
open editing to produce textbooks for teaching along with other educational resources, such as
course notes. It is ‘globally accessible to anyone to not only read and use [their] materials, but
also take them, make them [their] own, and contribute them back to the repository’.xxxiii
The experimental artist Mark Amerika offers another example of an attempt to perform the role
of the academic author differently in the shape of the mash-up he has produced for this ‘Pirate
Philosophy’ edition of Culture Machine. Called ‘Source Material Everywhere’, his piece remixes
the philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead with the talk-poetry of the avant-garde artist David
Antin to produce what Amerika calls an artistic/philosophical poetics that explores the idea of
the author as digital persona and ‘postproduction medium’.xxxiv
Of course, in some areas of art and culture this idea of sampling and remixing the work of others
to the point where authorship is explicitly decentered and distributed across a multiplicity of
subjects and objects is far from new. The music industry has a relatively long track record in this
respect, for instance, as Kembrew McLeod makes clear in his contribution to ‘Pirate
Philosophy’.xxxv In fact the remix and sound collage are art forms of which the KLF - the
particular object of McLeod’s concern here – and Negativland, another of our contributors, are
both pioneering practitioners.xxxvi The technique of sampling the work of others has also been
used extensively in the cinema. Thus Alexander Galloway, in his essay on Guy Debord in this
issue, describes how the situationist philosopher and filmmaker, in his sixth and final film In
girum imus nocte et consumimur igni (1978):
incorporated footage stolen from Hollywood scenes of epic pitched battles. One such film
sampled by Debord was Michael Curtiz's The Charge of the Light Brigade of 1936, a
movie adapted from the Tennyson poem of the same name, which itself mythologized the
notorious and bloody defeat of the British Cavalry in 1854 during the Crimean War... As
Debord wrote later with only a hint of irony, ‘in a very heavy-handed and congratulatory
way, The Charge of the Light Brigade could possibly "represent" a dozen years of
interventions by the Situationist International!'xxxvii
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Interestingly - especially in the light of Debord’s comment above - websites such as Jumpcut and
RemixAmerica.org now provide the means to produce and share video remixes and mash-ups to
anyone with access to the internet.xxxviii As the open access movement continues to grow, and
humanities scholars become progressively accustomed to writing, communicating and publishing
online, taking advantage of the many above-described benefits of doing so, it is hard to imagine
others will not join Amerika and increasingly explore the potential remixing and sampling hold
for the production of academic texts, too.
‘Pirate Philosophy’ contains one further effort to think and, indeed, actually perform the idea of
the academic author differently and otherwise. New Cultural Studies: The Liquid Theory Reader
is another project put together by Clare Birchall and myself.xxxix It constitutes an attempt on our
part precisely to experiment with ‘authoring’ an academic book in a decentered, distributed
fashion. The project came about as a result of a publisher asking us to produce a follow-up to our
2006 woodware edited collection New Cultural Studies (Hall & Birchall, 2006). This follow-up
was to be a reader gathering together and making easily accessible a number of important texts
by some of the theorists discussed in our earlier volume. While conceding such a reader might
have a certain usefulness, it nevertheless seemed to us that to turn the idea of ‘new cultural
studies’ into a fixed and stable concept or brand like this would be to miss the point of what we
and our fellow contributors were trying to achieve with that book. New Cultural Studies was
motivated by our commitment to a performative cultural studies, and emphasis on the need
for cultural studies to experiment with creating events and new forms of practice, action and
organisation. So, rather than produce New Cultural Studies II: Yet More New Cultural Studies,
we decided to put together what we are calling a ‘liquid book’ instead. What we have done is
gathered texts by some of the theorists discussed in New Cultural Studies, together with some by
authors we would include if we were to produce a second ink-on-paper volume: thinkers such as
Maurizio Lazzarato, N. Katherine Hayles, Jean-Luc Nancy and Isabelle Stengers. Rather than
publishing this as a printed paper book, however, we are publishing it online as New Cultural
Studies: The Liquid Theory Reader.
Publishing a book in this manner allows us to challenge some of the physical and conceptual
limitations of the traditional edited codex book, not least by including more (and less) than just
book chapters and journal articles, as is normally the case with readers. We also have the
freedom to include whole books within our liquid book. And not just that but short extracts and
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samples from books, too, along with pages, snippets, references, annotations, links, tags, even
podcasts and YouTube clips.
At the same time this experiment provides an opportunity for us to creatively explore some of
the limitations and possibilities of the general move toward publishing and disseminating
academic research online, what with the open access movement, the introduction of the REF and
bibliometrics, Google Book Search (most of New Cultural Studies is already available to read
online for free via Google),xl the development of hand-held digital book readers such as the Sony
Reader or Amazon's Kindle (which, because a single one of these wireless devices can be used to
read a library’s worth of titles, are perceived as being far more environmentally friendly than
buying lots of books made out of dead trees),xli and the fact that students are now able to access
most journals for free (which means they are reluctant to pay for books, even if they can afford
to).xlii All of which suggests that the standard print-on-paper reader may soon be in decline
anyway, and increasingly supplemented (if not entirely replaced) by the more fluid versions that
online publishing makes possible.xliii
Furthermore, we are making this ‘book’ available not just open access but under open editing
and free content conditions too. The New Cultural Studies Reader is ‘liquid’ in the sense that not
only is it freely available for anyone to read, reproduce and distribute, its initial iteration is also
open and accessible to users on a read/write basis. So they can add to, annotate, tag, edit, remix,
reformat, reversion, remake, reinvent and reuse it however they wish. The idea is for this ‘book’
– along with subsequent versions and remixes of it – to be produced in an open, collaborative,
co-operative, decentralised, multi-user-generated fashion: not just by us, its initial ‘authors’,
‘editors’ or ‘creators’, but by a swarm of collaborators distributed around the world in disparate
locations. In the process it is hoped that all sorts of important and interesting questions will be
raised for ideas of academic authorship, the proper name, attribution, publication, citation,
accreditation, fair use, quality control, peer review, copyright, intellectual property, content
creation and cultural studies.
Of course we are aware ‘liquid’ is a popular metaphor these days: Zygmunt Bauman has written
about ‘liquid modernity’ and ‘liquid love’, while others influenced by Bauman have written on
‘liquid education’ (Bauman, 2000; 2003; Savin-Baden, 2007).xliv However, we would not want
to subscribe to the nostalgia of much of Bauman’s work, evident in his idea that we have moved
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from a form of modernity characterised by gradual transformations and more fixed and solid
structures, to a more liquid form characterised by uncertainty and rapidity of change. We see our
use of ‘liquid theory’ more in terms of trying to create an event in the environment that this
project is both describing and participating in; or otherwise destabilizing some of the frozen and
solidified structures and conventions of academic research and scholarly publishing, so that more
rigorous and responsible (ethical and political) decisions may be taken regarding ideas of the
author, peer review, intellectual property and so on, and new, different institutions, structures
and conventions put in their place. Indeed, one of the reasons we are so interested in
experimenting with different performances of authorship is because doing so may be a way of
encouraging a change in the discourses of the subject, the individual, the human and so forth. To
borrow the words of Alain Badiou, ‘What imposes the invention of a new discourse and of a
subjectivity… is precisely that it is only by means of such invention that the event finds a
welcome and an existence in language. For established languages, it is inadmissible because it is
genuinely unnameable’ (Badiou, 2003: 46).
In this respect there is something in the ambiguity, flexibility, riskiness, uncertainty and
contestable boundaries Bauman associates with liquid modernity that we might want to draw on.
Rather than view this ‘liquidity’ negatively as some kind of fall from the reassurance provided
by a supposedly more fixed and solid world, however, we would want to maintain that it has a
more affirmative, positive potential in that it provides us with an opportunity to enact ideas of
authorship, knowledge, authority, expertise and so on differently and otherwise - as Mark
Amerika is clearly doing with his project, too. This is what I meant earlier when I referred to a
certain readiness on the part of some of those in the humanities to embrace and performatively
assume or, better, endure the effects of those ambivalences and paradoxes that make academic
authority and professional legitimacy possible, rather than just passively repeating and
perpetuating them.xlv

The Future of... Intellectual Property
Even if they are not yet ready to go quite this far my hope is that, at the very least, experiments
of the kind I have described above may encourage certain actors within the open access
community to be a little bolder and more adventurous in the future when it comes to issues
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around intellectual property. Of course, distinguishing open access from piracy, peer-to-peer file
sharing and so forth has, along with peer review, been a(nother) way of trying to provide the
former with an aura of professional legitimacy. ‘It is a mistake to regard OA as Napster for
science’, Peter Suber writes. ‘For copyrighted works, OA is always voluntary, even if it is one of
the conditions of a voluntary contract, such as an employment or funding contract. There is no
vigilante OA, no infringing, expropriating, or piratical OA’ (Suber, 2006). And, to be fair, I
should stress that this attitude is far from confined to those currently associated with either open
access or the scientific, technical and medical fields. Even among the most radical critics of our
present intellectual property regimes in the humanities, there has been a clear reluctance to
associate academic online publishing with anything that smacks of ‘piracy’ or which might result
in a ‘cease and desist’ or takedown notice from a publisher or copyright holder.
An article by McKenzie Wark provides a case in point (2007). Writing in an issue of Open
devoted to the topic of the regulation and privatization of intellectual property, Wark addresses
the very obvious contradiction involved in his having producing a book on hacking, A Hacker
Manifesto (2004), and yet having published it with an established press, Harvard, who refused to
budge on the issue of copyright and allow Wark to freely distribute his text on the internet as part
of the digital gift economy according to either copygift or copyleft principles. Not surprisingly,
this created some trouble and confusion for a writer whose book expresses sentiments such as
‘information wants to be free but is everywhere in chains’ (2004: #126). Wark’s solution was to
a. live with the contradictions between commodity and gift culture to a certain extent and, b.
adopt the tactic of carrying a flash memory stick with him to speaking events so that those who
wanted a post-print copy of A Hacker Manifesto could get one from him personally. Yet in doing
so Wark was careful to get the agreement of those individuals he gave a copy to that they would
not make this post-print available on the Internet. His only other proviso was that they should
provide him with their email address. This enabled Wark to create a new network of social
relations around the book, which for him is the fundamental point of the digital gift economy
(rather than, say, any critique of the law of intellectual property, copyright, fair use and so on a la
Lawrence Lessig and Creative Commons).xlvi Still, this highly personal and idiosyncratic method
of distributing A Hacker Manifesto does not resolve the problem Wark identifies: namely, that
of how to meet an author’s desire to have their work distributed to, respected and read by as
many readers as possible - the kind of thing a quality ‘brand name’ press such as Harvard can
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provide - while at the same time partaking in the digital gift economy whereby research is
circulated for free rather than as a market commodity that is to be bought and sold.
Nor does the open access movement as it currently stands provide an obvious or straightforward
solution to this dilemma. For there is a significant difference as far as open access is concerned
between journal and book publishing. As is pointed out on the Self-Archiving FAQ for the
Budapest Open Access Initiative on the Eprints website:
Where exclusive copyright has been assigned by the author to a journal publisher for a
peer reviewed draft, copy-edited and accepted for publication by that journal, then that
draft may not be self-archived by the author (without the publisher's permission). The
pre-refereeing preprint, however, has already been (legally) self-archived. (No copyright
transfer agreement existed at that time, for that draft.) (Self-Archiving FAQ, written for
the Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI) 2002-4: non-pag.)
This is how open access eludes many of the problems associated with copyright or licensing
restrictions with regard to journal articles. But ‘where exclusive copyright in a "work for hire"
has been transferred by the author to a publisher – i.e., the author has been paid (or will be paid
royalties) in exchange for the text’, as is often the case in book publishing – it may well be that
the author is not legally allowed to self-archive it. This is because, although the ‘text is still the
author's "intellectual property", … the exclusive right to sell or give away copies of it has been
transferred to the publisher’ (BOAI, 2002-4: non-pag.).
So what are an author’s options if their publisher’s policy, licence or copyright agreement does
not allow them to self-archive their book? There are a number of possibilities, including the
following:
1.

They can publish non-open access and wait until all editions of their book go out of print
before asking for the rights to revert back to them as the author. Many publishers will allow
this after a certain period, often a year or more. (This is one of the potential problems with
print-on-demand publishing. Since it may mean that their book in effect never goes out of
print, ownership, duplication and derivation rights might never revert back to authors from
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their publishers, regardless of whether their publishers are interested in continuing to
promote and support their book or not.)
2.

If the book in question was published before 1996, they could simply make the full text of it
available open access anyway. Some have argued that it should be possible to make all
research published previous to that date open access, as before 1996 no publisher’s policy,
licence or copyright agreement would have contained a reference to the regulation of
dissemination through digital means.

3.

They could decline any offer to sign a contract that awards copyright or an exclusive license
to a publisher, and decide to publish only with those who will bring their book out on a nonexclusive basis.

4.

They could decide to publish only with an open access publisher – such as Australian
National University’s ANU E Press, Bloomsbury Academic, re.press, Rice University Press,
University of Tennessee’s Newfound Press, Athabasca University’s AU Press, California
University Press’s Flashpoints series, or the ‘digitalculturebooks’ project of the University
of Michigan Press and the Scholarly Publishing Office of Michigan’s University Library.xlvii

5.

They could contact their publisher to ask if they can publish their book online. Some
publishers - Cambridge University Press, for example - will now allow authors to deposit
preliminary or representative book chapters in the repositories of the institutions where they
work. Some will even allow authors to modify their copyright transfer agreement forms in
advance of publication to permit the self-archiving of the full text, the post-prints or the preprints. Indeed, many journal publishers certainly, and a small though slowly increasing
number of book publishers too, can be persuaded to release full texts for self-archiving at
some stage once the volume in question has been published: both because texts that are made
available for free online frequently achieve larger sales figures than those that are not; but
also because after a certain date sales habitually drop and so most texts have no real
monetary value – even in the humanities, where they tend to have a longer tail regarding how
much they are purchased, accessed and read than in the STMs. xlviii
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6.

Possibly the shrewdest strategy of all, however, would be to adopt a variation of that
promoted on the Self-Archiving FAQ for the Budapest Open Access Initiative (at least with
regard to journal articles). It is described there as being the ‘one that the physicists have been
successfully practicing since 1991 and computer scientists have been practicing since even
earlier’. This is simply ‘“don't-ask/don't-tell”’. Instead, self-archive the full text – of your
book in this case - the ‘preprint as well as your postprint, and wait to see whether the
publisher ever requests removal’ (BOAI, 2002-4: non-pag.).xlix

The Future of... Piracy
If enough authors adopt this latter ‘“don't-ask/don't-tell”’ strategy, it is going to be no easier for
publishers to prevent than it has been for the music industry to put a stop to peer-to-peer filesharing. Even if publishers do respond to such ventures by getting together and agreeing between
themselves to try to actively thwart the full texts of books being made available open access,
there is an argument for academics to cut out the middle-men and women of the publishing
industry and to take over the means of production and publish their own work for, and by,
themselves. And all the more so when one considers that academics do not get paid for most of
the writing, editorial work and refereeing that goes into the production of scholarly texts, but
give this labour away to publishers more or less for free.l Certainly, if publishers do try to restrict
the open access publication of books, it is not hard to imagine a collective actor such as Culture
Machine developing a distributed, networked, participative, co-operative means of publishing
open access academic research: books, journals, archives. This could be based on an open source
peer-to-peer system which would make it very difficult for anyone involved to be prosecuted for
copyright infringement - especially if the published texts were not just disseminated but
‘authored’ in an anonymous, decentered and distributed fashion too. It could be run on a
collaborative basis by groups of people working in disparate locations using open editing and
free content methods to both publish and create texts that could then be reproduced extremely
rapidly and cheaply thousands if not millions of times, using torrent systems.li To be sure, quite a
few people in the arts and humanities already have a positive attitude toward so-called ‘digital
piracy’. In his book Information Please, Mark Poster even looks to a future in which peer-to-peer
networks make possible a ‘new regime of culture’ in which copyright laws have been changed
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and media and publishing corporations have either disappeared or completely transformed
themselves (2006: 204 ).
Interestingly, the often raised issue of who is going to pay authors and artists to produce media
and culture in such a new regime if their work is going to be freely available open access or peerto-peer, does not constitute a persuasive argument against doing so - not for academics at any
rate. As we have seen, academics are paid by their institutions and have a lot to benefit from
giving their work away. But the issue does not even apply to most for-profit authors, artists and
musicians. Cory Doctorow is just one example of a for-profit author who has benefited
significantly from giving away electronic versions of his novels for free (Doctorow, 2006). The
vast majority of authors, artists and musicians actually ‘benefit very little from the copyright
system… As with artists’ earnings from other art sources, the individual’s distribution of
copyright earnings is highly skewed with a few top stars earning considerable sums but the
medium or “typical” author earning only small amounts from their various rights’ (Smiers, 2007:
43; see also Ernesto, 2008). In fact the argument concerning who pays only really applies if we
continue to think within the restrictions of the culture industries as they exist and function at
present. Yet might digital piracy not provide us with an opportunity, a chance, to think
differently to that?
It was out of a desire to take such a chance and explore this possibility that we decided to make
piracy our focus for this special 10th anniversary issue of Culture Machine. To this end ‘Pirate
Philosophy’ contains a number of contributions which engage with the philosophy of piracy, as
well as the emergence out of peer-to-peer file sharing networks of actual social movements even a number of political ‘Pirate Parties’.lii So much so usual for a publication on the topic
perhaps. What promises to make this issue of Culture Machine a little different is, firstly, its
refusal to ascribe an intrinsic or essential value to piracy. I am thinking of the kind of value that
is evident, for example, in the oft made justification that communicating and sharing information
is a natural human desire; that, as Felix Stalder has written with respect to one of the premises of
Steal This Film II, ‘the sharing of culture is constitutive of culture itself and corresponds with a
deep human need to communicate. Indeed, communicating is sharing and in an information
society producing culture is a way of taking part in society. P2p technology then is simply giving
new power to this defining feature of human existence’ (Stalder, 2008). Some have gone so far
as to position this alleged deep human need to communicate and share as being constitutive not
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just of culture but also of a sense of radical autonomy, collective (if often distributed) solidarity
and even alternative community - to the point where internet piracy in particular, with its largescale distribution and sharing of copyrighted content, has been held up as having the potential to
produce a form of digital communism. Yet for all the romantic, counter-cultural associations of
its apparent challenge to the commodity culture and property relations of late capitalist society,
there is nothing inherently emancipatory, oppositional, Leftist, or even politically or cultural
progressive about digital piracy. The politics of digital piracy depends on the decisions that are
made in relation to it, the specific tactics and strategies that are adopted, and the particular
conjunction of time, situation and context in which such actions and activities take place. They
are also ‘contingent on how a course of action is related to the other actors involved’, as Jonas
Andersson makes clear in this issue in his analysis of just one of the controversies that have
engulfed The Pirate Bay in recent years.liii So much so that ‘even actions which... might not be
meant to be conflictual at all – might take on a markedly more conflictual meaning as they
become caught up in a bigger game of morality and legality’, and vice versa.
The meaning of piracy is not finished or closed for us here, then. Piracy can be understood and
used in very different and at times actively opposed ways. Digital piracy may have the potential
to make it possible for us to raise radical questions for ideas of the subject, the individual, the
human and so forth – as I have argued it does here, if only we can take the chance it affords. Yet
as the above quote from Stalder demonstrates, it can also be employed to defend, support and
promote such humanist ideas. Witness, too, the way in which Adrian Johns is able to show how
much of ‘[t]oday’s pirate philosophy is a moral philosophy through and through’, one which ‘has
to do centrally with convictions about freedom, rights, duties, obligations, and the like’. The
inspiration for much contemporary piracy comes for him not merely from ‘Stewart Brand and
the Whole earth catalog, but Friedrich Hayek and – especially – Ronald Coase and their assaults
on public media’ and the established, paternalistic state funded, regulated and controlled
broadcasting institutions and monopolies such as that of the BBC in the UK. It is a philosophy
that has its historical roots very much in a ‘marked libertarian ideology’: one of the UK’s pirate
radio ships of the 1960s was actually called the Laissez Faire. Furthermore, it is a philosophy
which ‘helped to make Thatcherism in particular what it was’. Pirates and piracy can even be
pro-neoliberal capitalism, as Johns’ reference to Thatcherism implies, and as Matt Mason amply
demonstrates in his recent book The Pirate’s Dilemma (2008). Many of the rebellious pirates
Mason discusses go on to be successful businessmen and entrepreneurs. In fact, pirates are very
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much ‘taking over the good ship capitalism’, according to Mason, ‘but they’re not here to sink it.
Instead they will plug the holes, keep it afloat, and propel it forward. The mass market will still
be here for a long while’. Interestingly, Mason cites the publication of his own book in a
decidedly non-piratical, non-digital form as ‘living proof of that’ (2008: 239).
Secondly, and following on from the above, if this issue of Culture Machine is distinguished by
its refusal to assign an intrinsic or essential value, politics or meaning to piracy, it is also
distinguished by the theoretically rigorous nature of much of its engagement with the subject. As
you may already have gathered by now, piracy is not a sacred cow for us here. While we are
extremely interested in piracy, its potentialities as well as its limitations, we are not uncritical of
it, nor of the various pirate philosophies – be they humanist, (copy)Left, Marxist, libertarian or
neo-liberal – that underpin it.
Thirdly, this critical approach extends to a refusal to restrict the analysis of piracy to its effects
on the music, film and television industries; or to hypothetical speculations on its possible
implications for the future organisation of social movements, political parties and even economic
systems and society. Again, we are very much interested in these issues. However, we are also –
and as I have tried to make clear throughout this opening essay - keen to explore the
consequences and potential implications of various forms of so-called piracy for academic
publishing and its founding ideas of the author, the book, the academic journal and so on that
were established pre-internet. To this end, together with texts that address the theme of piracy in
their content, this edition of Culture Machine includes a number of contributions which engage
critically with the philosophy of piracy by experimenting with the creation of what might be
interpreted as actual ‘pirate’ texts. (In other words, we are thinking of the word ‘pirate’ in ‘pirate
philosophy’ here as both a noun and as a verb in the imperative mode.)
To encourage still further experimentation of this kind, this text, ‘Pirate Philosophy Version 1.0:
Open Access, Open Editing, Free Content, Free/Libre/Open Media’, which forms the opening
essay to this 10th anniversary edition on ‘Pirate Philosophy’, will be available in Culture
Machine for a limited period only. After two months it will be placed on a ‘pirate’ peer-to-peer
network and the original deleted from the Culture Machine site. As soon as someone downloads
the peer-to-peer version, I will destroy my original file. There will then no longer be an ‘original’
or ‘master’ copy of this text in the conventional sense.liv Instead, it will exist only to the extent
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that it is part of a ‘pirate network’ and is stolen or ‘pirated’. From that time on, all copies of this
text will be ‘pirate’ copies.
Again, the aim is to raise questions around issues of authorship, the proper name, the signature,
attribution, publication, citation, accreditation, fair use, copyright, intellectual property and
content creation. How do you know I have not already done this? And what if I have? What if I
have already placed the first version of this opening essay to Culture Machine’s ‘Pirate
Philosophy’ issue on a peer-to-peer network, and made it available for anyone not only to read,
download, copy and share without charge, but also to remix, reformat, reversion, reinvent and
reuse as ‘Pirate Philosophy 2.0’ say? What if I have destroyed the original version of this text, so
that the only version I can present to you here and now is a pirated version that has been
authored and edited distributively - what we might think of as version 3.0? How does that affect
your ideas of the academic author? Of scholarly writing and publishing? Of peer review? Of the
academic journal?

Endnotes
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i

See http://www.culturemachine.net/index.php/cm/issue/current.

Open Humanities Press (OHP) is an international open access publishing collective aiming to
make leading works of contemporary critical and cultural theory freely available worldwide (http://
www.openhumanitiespress.org). Open Journal Systems (OJS) is an ‘online journal management and
publishing package, and an open source piece of software, which is distributed for free’, that John
Willinsky has been involved in developing through the Public Knowledge Project (http://pkp.sfu.ca/
ojs; http://pkp.ubc.ca) (Willinsky, 2005: 120).
ii

Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting, v. 2.0 (http://www.openarchives.org/
OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html)
iii

It follows on from the successful open access day that was held on 14 October, 2008. See
http://www.openaccessweek.org
http://www.openaccessday.org
www.plos.org
http://www.arl.org/sparc
http://www.freeculture.org
iv

In the last few years a number of books have been published which provide various kinds of
introductions to open access. They include Willinsky (2006); Canessa & Zennaro (2008); Malina
(2008); Pappalardo (2008); and Hall (2008). It is from the latter, via Peter Suber’s Open Access
News blog (http://www.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/fosblog.html), that the definition of open access I
have provided here is largely taken.
v

See www.culturemachine.net.cesearch
www.ariv.org
http://ssrn.com/
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
http://repec.org/
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/
http://eiop.or.at/erpa/
vi

A more complete list is available on the Directory of Open Access Repositories (Open-DOAR)
OpenDoar website (http://www.opendoar.org).In August 2008 this included 1218 repositories.
The Film Studies For Free website also has a collection of links to open access journals and other
open access resources in the film and media studies field (http://filmstudiesforfree.blogspot.com).
In the hope of preventing any misunderstandings, it is worth stressing one more time that such
mandates do not prevent authors from publishing in whatever journals they wish. They simply
require authors to deposit a copy of their publications in an appropriate open access repository: in
the case of the ESRC, for example, the ESRC awards and outputs repository.
vii

A registry of those universities that have adopted a self-archiving mandate which requires staff
members to deposit their research and publications in an institutional OA
repository is available at ROARMAP (Registry of Open Access Repository Material Archiving
Policies)(http://www.eprints.org/openaccess/policysignup).
viii

As I make clear in Digitize This Book! (2008), the open access movement is itself neither unified
nor self-identical. There are significant differences even among the various models of open access.
ix

x

We are already seeing something of this kind taking place with the forthcoming moves into open
access humanities monograph publishing of the Open Humanities Press

(http://www.openhumanitiespress.org) and Open Access Publishing in European Networks
(OAPEN). As noted above, the former is an international open access publishing collective aiming
to make leading works of contemporary critical and cultural theory freely available worldwide. The
latter is a collaborative project launched by European University Presses which began development
and implementation of an OA publication model for academic monographs and edited collections in
the Humanities and Social Sciences in September 2008. For more examples of open access
academic book publishers, see note xlvii.
For a discussion of some of the issues surrounding the use of quantative bibliometric indices to
measure the performance of individual scholars, teams, departments, institutions and countries,
even in the context of science, see Browman and Stergiou (2008).
xi

Regularly updated figures regarding the impact of open access are available on the web site of the
Open Citation Project (http://opcit.eprints.org/oacitation-biblio.html).
xii

In an article on the future of books, John Walsh reports that Adam Mars-Jones’ ‘beautifully
written novel Pilcrow... sold only a few hundred copies, and there have been several similar
casualties.... To sell now [novels] need to be big on plot and incident, short on interior monologue –
the sort of titles that the [UK television’s] Richard and Judy Book Club strenuously promotes’. The
same article notes that while ‘200,000 titles were on sale last year [2007] 190,000 of those sold
fewer than 3,500 copies’ (Walsh, 2008: 11).
xiii

And this despite the fact research has shown many internet projects that do not employ traditional
systems of peer review, such as Wikipedia and Wikiversity, develop their own rules, processes,
policies, procedures and systems of control for maintaining standards and quality assurance (Friesen
& Hopkins, 2008).
xiv

See http://exchange.chemistry.org/
www-jime.open.ac.uk
www.facultyof1000.com
xv

Interestingly, Key Perspectives, in partnership with the School of Electronics and Computer
Science at the University of Southampton, is currently working on the VALREC (Validating
Repository Content) project. According to their website, VALREC ‘aims to develop software tools
to discover and certificate the differences between versions of a document in digital repositories and
the final published pdf’. This is described as promising ‘an important step forward in the evolution
of respositories, providing users with an effective and reliable means of validating the articles they
download’ (http://www.keyperspectives.co.uk/, accessed 02.09.2008).
xvi

See the section on the format of electronic journals on the ‘Thomson Scientific Journal Selection
Process’ page of the Thomson Scientific website (
http://www.thomsonreuters.com/business_units/scientific/free/essays/journalselection/, accessed
23.11.2008). The Thomson Scientific Web of Science (http://scientific.thomson.com/products/wos/)
was originally proposed as the means of gathering citation data for the Research Excellence
Framework (REF). More recently, Elsevier’s Scopus citation database has been suggested as an
alternative to the Web of Science as far as the REF is concerned.
xvii

Adapting the term from literary theorist Gérard Genette’s concept of the ‘paratextual’, Striphas
uses ‘paratechnological’ to refer to those ‘elements whose purpose is to frame the perception and
use of a given text or... given textual platform’ (Striphas, 2008a).
xviii

Indeed, this is the case with many of the new publishing models associated with new media
which have emerged in recent years, including digital versions of backlist and/or out of print titles,
xix

and texts which are available print-on-demand.
These are some of the advantages Willinsky (2005) ascribes to Open Journal Systems (OJS). As I
pointed out earlier, the publication of this ‘Pirate Philosophy’ issue marks Culture Machine’s move
to Open Humanities Press and, as part of that, OJS.
xx

xxi

http://www.culturemachine.net/index.php/cm/article/view/354/358.

It should be noted that some make a distinction between IPTV and internet TV. From this point
of view an:
xxii

IPTV service is usually delivered over a complex and investment heavy walled garden
network, which is carefully engineered to ensure bandwidth efficient delivery of vast
amounts of multicast video traffic. The higher network quality also enables easy delivery of
high quality SD or HD TV content to subscribers’ homes. This makes IPTV by default the
preferred delivery platform for premium content. ...
By contrast ‘Internet TV’, generally refers to transport streams sent over IP networks
(normally the Internet) from outside the network that connects to the users premises. An
Internet TV provider has no control over the final delivery and so broadcasts on a ‘best
effort’ basis. Elementary streams over IP networks and proprietary variants as used by
websites such as YouTube are now rarely considered to be IPTV services. (Wikipedia,
2008a)
xxiii

For more on the problems with this conception of the role of the intellectual, see Hall (2004).

xxiv

http://www.diggnation.com

These phrases are taken from the UK based AHRC’s own mission statements. See ‘Management
Statement Agreed Between the Office of Science and Technology in the Department of Trade and
Industry and the Arts and Humanities Research Council, April, 2005, available at
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/About/Policy/Documents/management%20statement.pdf, accessed
30.11.2008; and ‘A Guide for Applicants: AHRC Postgraduate Awards’, available at
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/FundingOpportunities/Documents/pg%20bgp%20app%20guidance.pdf,
accessed 30.11. 2008.
xxv

This is the suggestion of the science-fiction writer Bruce Sterling in Shaping Things, his nonfiction book on the future of design. Sterling advocates retaining all data and information – ‘the
known, the unknown known, and the unknown unknown’ – in large stores and archives, and
building tools that are fast and powerful enough to search it (2005: 47).
xxvi

While this is undoubtedly an interesting idea, it does raise a number of issues. For one thing search
tools are not all the same. Each operates according to its own systems and protocols. Those of
Google are different from those of Yahoo! and Lycos, for example. In fact, for all its reliance on
supposedly objective computer algorithms which take the number of times a web page is linked as
an important indicator of that page’s value along with 200 other factors and methods for ranking
search results, Google even differs from itself. We know this from the situation in China, where
searching for ‘Tiannamen Square’ gives a very different set of results than it does if ‘Tiannamen
Square’ is searched for using Google in Europe or America. For another, search tools are not
neutral. Just as particular search engines and tools in particular locations help us to find some
things, so they marginalise and exclude others, be it on the basis of location, subject matter, political
censorship, nationality or language – or, in the case of Google, even human evaluation and editorial
judgement (Orlowski, 2008).

Adrian Johns, ‘Piracy as a Business Force’, Culture Machine 10, 2009, available at
http://www.culturemachine.net/index.php/cm/article/view/345/348.
xxvii

One can easily imagine various means of certifying academic IPTV programmes above and
beyond trying to remediate conventional papercentric forms of peer review. They include
developing a system of peer-to-peer review using p2p networks; measuring the value of particular
programmes according to the amount of external income and funding they are able to attract
through sponsorship and/or the likes of Google AdSense (www.Google.co.uk/AdSense); or
employing statistical indicators such as the degree to which a particular programme or series is
viewed, used, cited, linked to, tagged, bookmarked, ranked or indexed and thus, in effect,
recommended by others in what amounts to a process of collaborative evaluation. Still, I am not
recommending any of these suggestions be actually adopted, for reasons that will become clear
below.
xxviii

As David Meyer puts it, ‘Qwerty is 130 years old, and windows, icons, mice and pointers are 35.
Both come from before the age of portable computing. So why are we reliant on these tired old
methods for all our new form factors?’ (2008).
xxix

As I have shown elsewhere, such questions were of course already very much present with regard
to print and other media. However, they have ‘tended to be taken for granted, overlooked,
marginalised, excluded or otherwise repressed’ as a result of the ‘development and spread of the
concept of the author, along with mass printing techniques, uniform multiple-copy editions,
copyright, established publishing houses’ and so forth. All of which has meant that such concepts
have taken on the appearance of being much more fixed and solid. See Hall (2008: 161).
xxx

The article by Kembrew McLeod published in this issue provides a brief history of the concept of
the author and its relation to ideas of writing, ownership, copyright and intellectual property.
Suffice it to say that, as Barthes pointed out some time ago now, the ‘author is a modern figure, a
product of our society insofar as, emerging from the Middle Ages with English empiricism, French
rationalism and the personal faith of the Reformation, it discovered the prestige of the individual,
of... the “human person”’ (Barthes, 1984: 142-143).
xxxi

Perhaps not surprisingly, given what I have just said, we are also witnessing efforts to counter
and control all this. Thus in a posting to the Budapest Open Access Initiative Forum on 30th August,
2008, Gerard McKiernan reports on ‘a wiki called Mememoir and its associated implementation in
the WikiGenes project’ that does allow authors to be recognized and have their contributions
attributed to them (McKiernan, 2008a; see also McKiernan 2008b).
xxxii

xxxiii

cnx.org. As of January 2008, Connexions was averaging over 552,000 unique visitors from 194
countries per month. (http://cnx.org/aboutus/faq, accessed 08.01.2008.) Other examples of such
open educational resources include MIT’s OpenCourseWare (http://mit.edu/ocw/), and both
Wikibooks (http://en.wikibooks.org) and Wikiversity (http://www.wikiversity.org).
Mark Amerika, ‘Source Material Everywhere: The Alfred North Whitehead Remix’, Culture
Machine 10, 2009, available at
http://www.culturemachine.net/index.php/cm/article/view/351/353.
xxxiv

Kembrew McLeod, ‘Crashing the Spectacle: A Forgotten History of Digital Sampling,
Infringement, Copyright Liberation and the End of Recorded Music’, Culture Machine 10, 2009,
available at
http://www.culturemachine.net/index.php/cm/article/view/349/351.
xxxv

Don Joyce, ‘Vapor Music’, Culture Machine 10, 2009, available at
http://www.culturemachine.net/index.php/cm/article/view/348/350.
xxxvi

Alexander Galloway, ‘Debord’s Nostalgic Algorithm’, Culture Machine 10, 2009, available at
http://www.culturemachine.net/index.php/cm/article/view/350/352.
xxxvii

xxxviii

http://www.jumpcut.com/
http://RemixAmerica.org
At the time of publishing, Jumpcut’s owners, Yahoo!, have announced their intention to close
Jumpcut.
xxxix

http://www.culturemachine.net/index.php/cm/article/view/353/355.

Culture Machine 10, 2009, available at
http://books.google.com/books?
id=Xvu0AzxhTrwC&printsec=frontcover&dq=new+cultural+studies, accessed 24.11.2008.
xl

Interestingly, as far as the case for making books available in this fashion is concerned, this is
apparently not affecting the sale of printed books. For instance, the Head of Publishing at one
prestigious organisation has recently reported to me in personal correspondence that they ‘find it
disappointing that with so many people discovering our books on Google (the number of visitors
per month is around 100,000 across the 750 titles we've got loaded there) so few are interested in
clicking through to purchase. The conversation rate is something like 0.0005%. On average, they
are visiting 7-8 pages per visit, so they are not reading cover-to-cover for free!’.
Myself, I wonder whether the fact that people are visiting 7-8 pages on average per visit also has to
do with the way people read differently nowadays, especially online. Some have called this ‘power
browsing’, a term that refers to readers not reading digital books in depth from beginning to end,
not least because digital books do not have an end in a traditional sense, and because there is simply
too much to read anyway. Rather than really ‘getting into’ a book in some detail, carefully
following its logically (and often linearly) developed argument from point to point over the course
of 70,000 or 80,000 words, and appreciating its use of language, ideas, concepts, style and so on,
power browsers instead skim over digital texts horizontally, looking for authors, titles, concepts,
key words, phrases and passages indicating those parts of it that they want to read quickly and
digest before moving on, and those that they want to slow down and read in more depth.
Many academics have noticed this phenomenon with their students: that it is increasingly difficult
to get them to read anything as long as a book-length text in full. But I am wondering whether it is
not the case with many academics, too, leading to what may eventually emerge as a different form
of scholarship, something I may write about in the future in terms of 'ambient scholarship'.
For an analysis of Amazon’s Kindle which sees it ‘not only as a mobile e-reading device but also
as a terminal node in a massively distributed, on-the-go focus group in which the participant pays
and Amazon reaps most of the financial reward’ through its ability to collect, analyze and
commercially exploit customer data and information as a form of free labour, see Striphas (2008a).
xli

xlii

Interestingly, in his article on Guy Debord’s The Game of War in this issue, Galloway writes that
‘a game is a machine, but a book is never a machine. Of this Debord was certain. “No matter how
often one would want to replay them”, he wrote in the preface to the 1987 book devoted to the
game, “the operations of game play remain unpredictable in both form and effect”’. Yet is this
actually the case? Are the effects of books, too, not rather unpredictable? If Debord’s The Game of
War ‘is something like “chess with networks”’, his ‘own algorithmic allegory - or allegorithm, if

the term is not too clunky - of the new information society growing up all around him in the 1970s’,
as Galloway puts it, could New Cultural Studies: The Liquid Theory Reader in some senses not be
said to be a machinic book, or at least a book with networks for the information society?
At least one publisher has already experimented with tailoring textbooks to meet the
requirements of specific lecturers and courses:
xliii

In 2003, Liz Sproat, director of Pearson Education, became the first European publisher to
offer academics the chance to create their own. They may decide to use an existing textbook
amplified by a chapter or two from elsewhere to plug a gap in coverage. Or they may opt for
something more elaborate, incorporating their own material, sections from several Pearson
books, case studies and third-party input from sources such as journal articles, although
usually nothing from the publications of direct competitors.
The resulting book can have the name of the course and academic on the cover as well as
bespoke image and university branding if required. (Reisz, 2008: 39)
xliv

That said, we derived our initial use of the term ‘liquid’ from Kevin Kelly. He writes about how:
once digitized, books can be unravelled into single pages or be reduced further, into snippets
of a page. These snippets will be remixed into reordered books and virtual bookshelves. Just
as the music audience now juggles and reorders songs into new albums (or playlists’, as they
are called in iTunes), the universal library will encourage the creation of virtual
‘bookshelves’ — a collection of texts, some as short as a paragraph, others as long as entire
books, that form a library shelf's worth of specialized information. And as with music
playlists, once created, these ‘bookshelves’ will be published and swapped in the public
commons… ( Kelly, 2006).

Since embarking on the New Cultural Studies: The Liquid Theory Reader project we have also
become aware of the ‘Networked’ competition to ‘develop chapters for a networked book about
networked art’ (http://turbulence.org/networked), and of the Liquid Publications project
(http://liquidpub.org/).
For Jacques Derrida, for instance, such ‘a double bind cannot be assumed’ by definition; ‘one can
only endure it in a passion’ (Derrida, 1998: 36).
xlv

Actually, what Lessig and Creative Commons offers is a reform of the intellectual property
regime rather than a fundamental critique of or challenge to intellectual property per se. As Joost
Smiers points out in the same issue of Open, Lessig ‘strongly champions the idea that knowledge
and creativity can be owned as individual property’ (Smiers, 2007: 45).
xlvi

http://epress.anu.edu.au/
www.bloomsburyacademic.com
http://www.re-press.org/
http://ricepress.rice.edu/
http://www.lib.utk.edu/newfoundpress/about.html
http://www.aupress.ca/index.php
http://www.ucpress.edu/books/UCFLA.ser.php
http://www.digitalculture.org/
xlvii

Available online are a number of author addendums: that is, lawyer-written documents that
authors can ‘sign and staple to a publisher's standard copyright transfer agreement’ and which
modify ‘the publisher's contract to allow authors to retain some rights that the default contract
would have given to the publisher’, and so enable them to publish open access. These include those
xlviii

produced by SPARC (May 2005), Science Commons (June 2006), SURF-JISC (October 2006) and
the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (May 2007) (Suber, 2007b).
Certainly, if Willinsky stresses the ‘need to explore and test the new economics of electronic
journal publishing to see what it could make of access to this particular knowledge work that goes
on in universities’ (2005: 122), I would stress the need to explore and test the new economics of
book publishing, too.
xlix

With this in mind, it would be interesting to see how many publishers would actually attempt to
request removal of a self-archived book; especially as almost the full text of many quite recently
published books is already available to be read online, for free, via Google Book Search. (For
example, nearly all of my and Clare Birchall’s 2006 book New Cultural Studies is available via
Google in this way, for all that it is billed as being only a ‘limited preview’:
http://books.google.com/books?
id=Xvu0AzxhTrwC&printsec=frontcover&dq=new+cultural+studies#PPP1,M1). If a publisher did
request the removal of a self-archived book that was also available on Google Book Search, would
one tactic not be to simply make available open access somewhere the few pages that are not
included in the Google version? And would still another be to ‘name and shame’ those firms that
did issue a takedown or cease-and-desist notice by making their requests public, thus rendering
them accountable to their readers and authors, and encouraging them to see that doing so might not
always be in their best interests?
l

It gets worse. As Ted Striphas notes:
An added ‘bonus’ is that academic authors typically must shoulder all of the costs related to
reproducing copyrighted images, song lyrics, and related materials, even though it is the...
publisher who reaps any financial rewards. In these cases, we are not merely giving our
labor away, essentially for free; we are effectively paying a third party for the ‘privilege’ for
doing so. (Striphas, 2008b)

This is of course not the only alternative. Another has been suggested by David Ottina, a colleague
of mine at Open Humanities Press - although it is no less radical and ambitious. Ottina’s proposal is
for university libraries to stop buying books and journals for their staff and students to read that
have been produced by others outside their institutions (acting either as authors or publishers).
Instead, university libraries should concentrate their funding resources on publishing books and
articles written by academics within their own institutions. If every university and institutional
library did this, and focused on publishing the research of their own staff, rather than buying in the
research publications of others, and if they then made all their publications freely available open
access, Ottina’s argument is that all the research literature could be made available to everyone
internationally, at more or less the same cost. Furthermore, this system would have the advantage
of allowing academic publishing to follow the needs of researchers rather than those of the market,
as it tends to do at the moment. Indeed, what we have now, by contrast, is a situation where
publishers are paying the cost of producing books and journals, and then libraries are paying
substantial further costs in order for them each to have access to their own individual copies of
these books and journals. Libraries then incur further costs as a result of having to have these
publications physically shipped to the library or institution in question, and then stored once they
get there. Ottina consequently sees his option as saving costs, building scale and also leveraging
expertise.
li

There are political Pirate Parties in Sweden, Spain, Austria, Germany, USA, UK, France,
Australia, Poland, Italy, Russia and Norway (Wikipedia, 2008b)
lii

liii

http://thepiratebay.org/

Jonas Andersson, ‘For the Good of the Net: Pirate Bay as Strategic Soveriegn’, Culture Machine
10, 2009, available at http://www.culturemachine.net/index.php/cm/article/view/346/359.
For a variation on this strategy with regard to experimental film, see Anders Weberg’s ‘There is
No Original’. This project concerns art that is made for, and which is only available on, peer-to-peer
networks. http://www.p2p-art.com. Accessed 05.11.2008.
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